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challenge
THIS IS THE “DO” ERA. A little more than a decade ago, 
fixing, replacing or taking on a new project was nothing more 
than work. With “build big and buy new” as the attitude, people 
could afford to pay others to do home improvement projects. 
But that was before Extreme Makeover: Home Edition and 
Trading Spaces showed homeowners quick fixes like recovering 
furniture, adding color and applying elbow grease could be easy 
and fun. That was before all the information in the world was at 
our fingertips: HGTV, YouTube, eHow, blogs, Facebook, Pinterest 
and smartphones. Now, we have the ambition and means to do it 
ourselves. Hence, a new do-it-yourself culture was born.

Glidden is well aware of this DIY awakening, which is why they 
proposed “You Don’t Have to Be a Painter to Love Glidden” to the 
world in 2009 as part of an Effie award-winning effort to revitalize 
their brand and get DIYers going. As the competition heats up and 
a new target yearns for even further simplicity and inspiration, a 
new opportunity rises.

objectives

Develop an insight-driven, integrated multiplatform marketing effort 
to build awareness and consideration for the Glidden paint brand 
within U.S. Walmart stores for three consumer segments. With a 
$10 million budget and a five-month timeline that will run from May 
to September 2014, THE CAMPAIGN WILL BE AS EFFECTIVE 
AS IT IS EFFICIENT.

Establish Glidden as the brand for simple DIY projects

Build awareness that Walmart sells Glidden paint

Give the target the tools to be accomplished DIYers

Drive sales beyond the promotional period through frequency
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8 HOURS OF SECONDARY RESEARCH including close case study analysis, 
database research and campaign archiving for similar cases

HOURS OF DIY LIFESTYLE IMMERSION including surfing blogs and 
social media, watching HGTV and reading magazines to understand DIY culture

HOURS OF PRIMARY RESEARCH including traditional and non-traditional 
methods to validate previous findings and reveal further insights

ONLINE SURVEYS from 17 different states to determine the target’s media 
consumption, preferences and current attitudes toward brands and advertising

WALMART STORE VISITS to understand Walmart as a retailer, the Walmart 
shopper’s experience, Walmart's products and the paint department

COMPETITOR STORE VISITS to understand the retailers, their brands and 
how they are using different mediums to attract shoppers

IN-DEPTH INTERVIEWS conducted in Walmart and competitor stores to 
understand the target’s perceptions and DIY experiences

WALMART SHOPPER JOURNALS  to understand the Walmart shopper 
experience from the target’s unique first-person perspective

DIY COMMUNITY SERVICE PROJECT with the target to observe their 
Glidden, Walmart and DIY experiences in action, as well as give DIY a good 
spin for ourselves

FOCUS GROUP PARTICIPANTS to learn more about the target and their 
thoughts on Glidden, Walmart, DIY and multiplatform advertising

CONCEPT TESTING PARTICIPANTS to get rich feedback from the target 
on the campaign we created for Glidden

To gain a better understanding of the case and 
the elements within it, we had to first see what 
research was already out there and what the 
target was saying about Glidden, Walmart and 
DIY. Intense secondary research and social media 
monitoring outlined our big questions.

We wanted to find out what was preventing the 
target from considering Glidden, purchasing paint 
at Walmart and starting DIY projects. Surveys, 
store visits, in-depth interviews, shopper journals 
and other primary research unveiled the target’s 
perceptions of these brands and shopping habits. 
To understand what motivated the target, we 
held focus groups (traditional and non-traditional) 
where we explored themes that resonated with 
them the strongest.

It became clear that THE TARGET IS WILLING 
TO GIVE GLIDDEN, WALMART AND DIY 
A SHOT, BUT NEEDS TO BE INSPIRED, 
ASSURED AND ASSISTED with simple, 
affordable DIY projects, as well as reached on the 
channels they already use and love. 

RESEARCH research by the numbers

b
research methods

134
120
111

1321
18
65
73

6
1

34
12
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Often referred to as “your Grandfather’s paint” by the target, 
Glidden paint still appears to be recovering from the brand’s 
worn reputation before it’s major rebranding. In our survey, the 
target cited that they are half as likely to buy Glidden than Behr 
or Sherwin-Williams. Why is that exactly? 

For starters, people at the home improvement paint centers 
are recommending the competition. Even when we specifically 
asked for Glidden Brilliance at Walmart, employees directed us 
to the competitors. In addition, the target couldn’t recall any 
Glidden advertising or slogans—when presented with them, 
the target felt indifferent, uninspired and unconvinced that 
Glidden would get them going. Focus group PARTICIPANTS 
CLAIMED GLIDDEN ADVERTISING WAS TRYING HARD 
TO APPEAL TO EVERYONE RATHER THAN SOMEONE.

perceptions of glidden

perceptions of walmart
Although the target is loyal to Walmart and favors the retailer for convenience, 
price and “finding everything under one roof,” they’re fed up with the lackluster 
customer service. The “get in, get out” mentality, shoppers emphasized in their 
journals, doesn’t translate when buying paint. Shoppers aren’t used to depending 
on Walmart employees for assistance and expertise. According to our survey, 
8-TO-1 PREFERRED CATEGORY KILLERS AND SPECIALTY STORES THAT 
HAVE MASTERED THE PROCESS for their paint needs, because they aren’t 
used to waiting to have their products prepared. 

In our in-depth, shop-along interviews, shoppers pointed out the unappealing 
disarray of the paint aisle in comparison to the competitors’. Finding help, inspiration 
and the right tools for the job just didn’t stack up. Even the most loyal Walmart 
shoppers and seasoned DIYers noted the poorly stocked, unkempt and unmanned 
center, emphasizing how uninviting it was to shoppers. 

Raising awareness to shoppers (only 62% are aware Walmart sold paint, opposed 
to 98% for Home Depot) is one task; fixing customer service perceptions that 
meet Walmart’s “Save Money. Live Better.” promise and the target’s needs is 
another task entirely.

“If you’re going to take on a painting project, you’re going 
to want somebody to guide you through that and point 
you in the direction of the best materials you can afford. 
When you think of that, you think of Home Depot or you 
think of Lowes; YOU DON’T THINK OF WALMART.”

-millennial

“Glidden in my mind goes way back; IT’S MY 
GRANDFATHER’S PAINT. But that’s the way 
I think it’s accepted. It’s been around for a 
long time - it’s a trusted name.”

-boomer
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WAIT
TIMES

Walmart
Lowe’s

Home Depot
Sherwin Williams

Ace

1 min

2 min

4 min

3 min
7 min

glidden swot

retail competitor analysis

“MORE SAVING. MORE DOING.”

The world’s largest home improvement retailer

Perceived as an environmentally friendly company, 
focusing on offering eco-friendly products

Known as the “original DIYers”

Actively promote within mobile apps and event 
sponsorships

“ASK SHERWIN-WILLIAMS”

Offer a portfolio of diverse coating products

Demonstrate strong social presence and app 
selection

Strong distribution network

Acquisition of Leighs paints

“NEVER STOP IMPROVING”

Target a female demographic in appeals

Active Pinterest accounts and social integration 

Strong logistics and distribution system

Established presence and efficient merchandising

Focus on a multi-channel experience

“THE HELPFUL PLACE”

All-in-one, small-space hardware store

Known for their hometown charm 

A limited marketing budget has contributed to 
active social media campaigns

Offer Clark + Kensington paint & Craftsman tools

Weak housing market in the US 
Broad, unmemorable advertising campaign
Burdened by perceptions, limitations of Walmart
Experts aren’t backing its quality

L
WEAKNESS

Diverse target market
Exclusive paint manufacturing partner with Walmart 
Rise in DIY home improvement intentions 
No brand is top-of-mind for small home décor projects

P
OPPORTUNITY

Recognizable and moderately respected brand
Sold in the largest retail chain in the US: Walmart 
Condensed paint portfolio with great color options
Glidden Brilliance offers value to the marketSTRENGTH

l

Competitors’ revamped advertising campaigns
Competitors’ investments in technology to inspire and assist
Addition of 2-in-1 paint to competitors’ portfolios 
Rapidly developing market places information in the target’s handTHREAT

!
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female millennials
The Renting DIY Shopper segment includes female 
millennials out on their own and ready to make their 
spaces unique. A great portion of their income goes 
toward paying for college and their apartments; 
therefore, they find that they have little disposable 
income to perform even routine maintenance 
projects. They spend what little free time they have 
online browsing social media sites for creative 
ideas to stretch their money as far as possible.

Their painting experience is minimal and they 
often find themselves looking for step-by-step 
instructional videos or help from friends and 
family to complete projects. When it comes to 
purchasing their supplies, they look to specialty 
stores, with less than 10% identifying Walmart as 
a place to purchase paint. When they buy paint, 
color selections and customer service are more 
important than quality and convenience to this all-
about-me generation. 

The Walmart Home Shopper segment of the 
target market encompasses a demographically 
older consumer, representing the baby boomer 
generation. As homeowners, they are committed 
to the preservation of their spaces, which allows 
routine maintenance work to dominate their DIY 
projects. They tend to engage in large-scale projects 
rather than small DIY crafts, and therefore are willing 
to spend up to $500 on projects. These shoppers are 
confident in their ability to complete projects and 
describe themselves as perfectionists. Unlikely to 
begin a project impulsively, they would rather plan 
their projects in advance, gathering all necessary 
tools before beginning. 

Satisfaction and the feeling of accomplishment drive 
this segment to start new projects every three to five 
months. With children and career responsibilities, 
they consider time a primary barrier to starting home 
renovations and projects. They want to ensure they 
have an adequate amount of time to do it right the 
first time. This all-business DIY segment values 
quality in their paint and quality in their work.

boomers

young families
The Walmart Paint Shopper segment of the target 
market describes a group of loyal customers 
who value a store that supports their low-income 
lifestyle. These habitual Walmart paint shoppers 
emphasize the importance of price in their paint 
purchases and tend to spend conservatively on DIY 
project supplies. This segment feels discouraged 
by their budget and time constraints. They prefer 
to spend less than one week working on a project. 

Inspired by family, friends and Pinterest, this 
segment reports completing projects once every 
month. These confident DIYers look to home-
improvement projects as they begin families in 
rented spaces. They know the projects that need to 
be completed and look to Walmart to save money 
while still getting a quality product. This segment is 
defined by DIY projects that reflect changes in their 
family and lifestyle. 

When it comes to picking out paint supplies, millennials need help.

Baby boomers have the experience and knowledge but are 
unmotivated unless doing routine household fixes.

Walmart paint centers are understaffed and lack the knowledge to 
help shoppers with their needs.

Changing color to a single wall or adding color to handle fixtures can 
make a big difference in the look and feel of a room, in addition to 
changing a person's mood. 

key findings

key quotes
“I think that a change in your environment can 
really change the energy in a space, and can 
bring a lot of positivity. I’ve experienced this 
first hand. Even something as simple as moving 
furniture around changes your perspective. It 
can be almost mentally cleansing. Taking on 
projects like that is good for the brain.”

-young family

“Painting a tired bathroom cabinet, and 
changing the handles costs virtually nothing 
to do, and makes the bathroom look totally 
different. It looks like a brand new vanity and 
just brightens it up!”

-boomer

utarget
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solution
In order to inspire, motivate and give our target the tools they need to be confident, frequent DIYers, we 
will assure them that buying Glidden from Walmart is the one-step simple home décor solution. Rather 
than asserting itself as one of the many home renovation brands muddling box store shelves, Glidden 
has the opportunity to assert itself as an affordable, quality way to brighten the target’s home. With this 
opportunity, GLIDDEN WON’T BE HINDERED BY THE LIMITATIONS OF THE SPACE, BUDGET 
OR TIME—JUST AS THE TARGET WON’T BE LIMITED BY THEIRS.

To increase awareness and sales of Glidden paint sold at Walmart 
stores by inspiring Walmart shoppers to pursue simple DIY projects.

the power of change
After repeatedly hearing the target market describe 
the satisfaction they feel when completing a project, 
we wanted to see that experience in action, as well 
as experience it for ourselves! In search of a room to 
makeover, we ventured to Lansing Haven House, a 
shelter for displaced families.

We spent the afternoon sanding and painting, witnessing 
the target in action from start to finish. Working 
together to combine knowledge (and sometimes lack 
thereof) and creativity, we were able to dig into the 
struggles and motivations of the target. While lack 
of the proper supplies, multiple trips to Walmart and 
lack of confidence held us back, the drive to see the 
end product pushed us forward. In the end, BOTH 
THE TARGET AND RESIDENTS NOTED THE 
IMPACT OF THE CHANGE, REVEALING HOW 
INFLUENTIAL A SINGLE TRANSFORMATION 
CAN BE.

STRATEGY

fb+ + + Jla =
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the big idea
DIY and painting projects no longer have to be daunting or 
overwhelming. Instead, Glidden helps Walmart shoppers feel that 
creating an engaging atmosphere is as making one change. Whether 
that means repainting an entire room, a single wall or something 
as small as a picture frame, Walmart shoppers will be inspired by 
what one can do.  GLIDDEN’S LOOK WHAT ONE CAN DO 
CAMPAIGN WAS BUILT ON THE SINGLE PREMISE THAT 
ONE CHANGE CAN MAKE ALL THE DIFFERENCE.
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Y
INDIGO NIGHT

your mother-in-law has 
always hated that couch.

(which is why she gave it to you in the first place.)

That shabby hand-me-down couch has caused you to lose sleep since 
you’ve moved in, and now’s the time to make your move. After going to 
Walmart to pick up a can of Glidden paint, all she can talk about is how 
much the couch ties the room together, especially against that accent 
wall. Who knew a coat of Indigo Night would help you count sheep again.

look what one can do

available
at walmart

download the free app 
Aurasma and place phone 
here to continue the story.

Mother-in-law drops off old 
couch at her daughter-in-law’s 
house.

Couple moves couch inside. Couple tries to “beautify” the 
couch by adding home décor 
items.

In a last ditch effort, couple 
puts a sheet over couch 
to hide it. Both exhausted, 
couple sits down and notices 
paint splotch on sheet.

Rather than changing the 
couch, couple changes 
the accent wall, inherently 
changing the couch / room.

Couple enjoys their seemingly 
new couch.

To capture the target’s attention, the Glidden print ad 
will highlight how two newlyweds apply one change 
with an accent wall to liven up their living room after 
being given a drab hand-me-down couch. The ad will 
also utilize new technologies to expand its value to the 
reader. Prompted by text and an accompanying outline 
of a smartphone, readers can instantly download the 
free augmented reality app Aurasma to see the full 
story, as well as learn how to transform their own 
space with an accent wall.

print ad

print ad extension

$
E
u

$2,557,235

149,427,542

millennials, young families, boomers

CAMPAIGN
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The target market often counts down the seconds to when they can skip over 
digital video ads. To avoid annoying and losing the consumer, we created one-
second video ads that show DIYers’ reactions to their projects… in a single 
second. Meant to be personal, witty and attention-grabbing, these one-second 
ads tell relatable stories like choosing color and the accomplished feeling one 
gets when completing a DIY project. Viewers have the opportunity to follow a link 
to see the full story and receive instructions on how to do the project at home.

GIFs (short animated videos and photos) are increasingly being shared and 
viewed online because they are entertaining and memorable. As advertisers 
are just beginning to explore the medium, Glidden will pioneer GIF technology 
by hosting a GIF generator on their website. This GIF generator will follow up 
the one-second video ads and will allow users to create, upload and share their 
own one-second reactions to various parts of their DIY experience, increasing 
awareness of Glidden sold at Walmart via social media.

one second ads

30-second extension

one reaction gifs

Child is drawing on living 
room wall.

Mother walks in the room, 
scolds her.

ANNCR: You’d be surprised by 
what one can do.

Mother takes child to Walmart 
to buy paint.

ANNCR: You may not 
appreciate her artistic vision 
as much as she does, but no 
worries, because with Glidden 
paint at Walmart it’s no hassle 
to turn this scene into a 

Mother paints over the child’s 
scene drawn on the wall.

Mother and child hang child’s 
original artwork over the 
newly changed wall.

Logos appear.

ANNCR: Glidden, look what 
one can do. Available at 
Walmart.

$
E
u

$
E
u

$1,000,000

250,000,000

millennials, young families

$10,000

1,000,000

millennials
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Motivation to start a project is a big obstacle for 
DIYers. In our research, we noticed one common 
ingredient that gets them rolling: music. By providing 
digital painting playlists on Pandora and Spotify, 
listeners can select between five playlists, each 
curated with the target’s projects and preferences 
in mind. These playlists will exclusively feature 
Glidden’s Look What One Can Do radio ads, as well 
as painting tips and motivational phrases. Listeners 
will have the opportunity to click a banner that leads 
them to follow-up on stories and projects.
 

pandora

pinterest
Our research shows that 52.1% of millennials and 
37.2% of young families use Pinterest to gather 
ideas for their own projects. To target these users, 
Glidden will have a Pinterest profile dedicated to the 
Look What One Can Do campaign. From one-person 
projects to projects that are categorized by time 
(one-hour, one-day, one-weekend), users can find 
inspiration to start achievable DIY projects. It only 
takes a single photo to spark an idea that freshens 
up an entire room. Every month one of Glidden’s 
followers will get the chance to contribute to the 
user-generated board and inspire people with their 
own unique style.

labor only

9,288,090

millennials, young families

$
E
u

$250,000

105,584,385

millennials, young families

$
E
u

commercial script
ANNCR: Last year the Fightin’ Sailor’s little league team was zero 

and fifteen. 

SFX: Disappointed crowd.  

ANNCR: This year, however, spirits are a little higher in the dugout 

thanks to Timmy’s dad and a fresh coat of Glidden paint from 

Walmart. Yes, that fierce new Rich Navy color really went a long 

way in rallying the fans.

SFX: Applauding, excited crowd. 

ANNCR: Unfortunately, the Sailor’s season hasn’t been any better 

this year. 

SFX: Sound of baseball hitting glove. 

MAN: Strike three, you’re out! 

SFX: Disappointed crowd.    

ANNCR: But that dugout couldn’t look any sharper. 

ANNCR: Glidden, look what one can do. Available at Walmart.
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To encourage millennials who are not confident 
in their DIY skills, Glidden will partner with the 
following well-known DIY YouTubers: Digs, The Sorry 
Girls and Idaho Painters. Glidden will send these 
DIYers an All-In-One Kit along with a quart and a 
gallon of paint in coordinating colors. The DIYers will 
make step-by-step videos hosted on their channel of 
a project focusing on changing one thing in a living 
space. Glidden will also be the first paint brand to 
partner with the emerging online DIY community 
Instructables.com, providing similar resources to its 
bloggers.

lookbook

blogger workshops

$10,000

26,000,000

young families, boomers

$20,000

30,000,000

millennials, young families, boomers

$
E
u

$
E
u

To put potential DIY projects into the hands of Walmart shoppers, we 
have created a high-gloss professional ten-page lookbook. Available 
at the paint counter in 200 spot market stores, the book will focus 
on colors and ideas most popular during the summer DIY season. 
The lookbook will provide Walmart shoppers with inspiration for one 
change projects, as well as DIY project tips. The lookbook can be 
found on the Glidden app and on in-store tablets. Spanish in-language 
versions will also be available.
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Ktip chip

$
E
u

In order to attract attention and instill confidence 
in hesitant Walmart paint shoppers, we will create 
take-away tip cards scattered throughout home and 
seasonal sections of Walmart spot market stores. 
These cards will feature mini-projects that change 
each month of the campaign. They include step-
by-step instructions on how to complete projects 
shown and refer to the aisles within Walmart 
where needed items are located.i

store within a store
Walmart is a paint retailer that offers a great product: the 
Glidden Brilliance Collection. Unfortunately, only 66% of 
DIYers are aware that Walmart sells paint. To specifically 
address awareness, we will be utilizing Walmart’s In-Store 
Leasing Program, putting the Glidden brand front and center 
in 20 select Walmart stores. The Glidden One Change store 
will increase Glidden’s exposure to all Walmart shoppers. 
Inside, we will feature Glidden Brilliance products, an 
“inspiration station” with the Glidden Lookbook and DIY 
workshops. This space will give us the freedom to create a 
unique experience for Walmart shoppers. The intimate and 
educational environment will raise consumer confidence in 
the Glidden brand and lead to increased sales.

$
E
u

$500,000

3,250,000

millennials, young families, boomers

$15,780

130,000,000

millennials, young families, boomers
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m

iendcap floor graphic
To increase the shopper’s awareness of Glidden 
paint three aisles within designated spot market 
Walmart stores will be scattered with floor decals 
transforming the aisle from bland to brilliant. The 
decals will include the Glidden logo, directional 
messaging and the name of the color selected. The 
aisle decal will keep Glidden top-of-mind with current 
Walmart shoppers. 

Inspiration for upcoming DIY projects will be easy 
to find throughout the Glidden paint section when 
using the Glidden Endcap Viewfinder. Glidden Endcap 
Viewfinders will be installed into spot market stores. 
Two viewfinders, decorated with a beautiful home 
exterior, will be positioned so shoppers can gaze into 
various interior home scenes. Flipping one lever allows 
the shopper to pick between different 3D scenes, 
while the other will allow them to transform the room 
by repainting one item with Glidden Brilliance.

$
E
u

$
E
u

$
E
u

paint it 
forward
In order to create Glidden customers out of current 
Walmart shoppers, we must provide an incentive 
to buy Glidden over other brands. When a Walmart 
credit card holder makes purchases in the home or 
home improvement sections, they will receive an 
email from Glidden with a coupon for $3 off a gallon 
of Glidden Brilliance. After they use the coupon, 
they will receive another coupon for $5 off their next 
gallon and one to forward to a friend, crossing off 
their one good deed for the day. The first 100,000 
participants will be eligible. 

$40,000

200,000

millennials, young families, boomers

$160,000

120,000

millennials, young families, boomers

$52,800

200,000

millennials, young families, boomers
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O#ChangeOneThing

QOur research found that the target often uses photo-sharing networks to gather 
opinions from their peers and document life changes. Pairing this trend with the 
target’s value of community, Glidden will host a contest on Instagram that allows 
users to submit photos of community landmarks such as historical buildings or 
park equipment that desperately need a new coat of paint. 

Entries will include the hashtag #GliddenChangeOneThing and a brief explanation 
of why they think the landmark deserves an update. Glidden will then repost 
photos of doable projects to their Instagram account. The top 20 photos will then 
be chosen based on the amount of likes received. A panel of Glidden judges will 
choose 10 winners based on location and merit. Glidden will transform winning 
communities with one change using Glidden Brilliance.

The boomer segment revealed that they feel Walmart lacks proper customer service. 
To tackle this problem, Android tablets with an updated Glidden on the go app will be 
placed in spot market stores. The tablet will act as a supplemental customer service 
experience, answering FAQ and providing easy-to-use directions. A call button will 
also be available to alert Walmart employees that a customer needs assistance. 

For stores without tablets, the Glidden on the go application is free to download 
and will share the ability to generate a shopping list and pricing for DIY projects. In 
addition to color scheme and paint quantity suggestions, Glidden on the go will also 
generate a list of other needed materials for projects. The app can also be synced with 
Facebook and Twitter so Glidden on the go users can share their DIY experience with 
friends and family. 

app

$
E
u

$
E
u

$250,000

27,000,000

millennials, young families

$60,000

18,000,000

millennials, young families
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i
local ad 
To reach the value-minded Walmart shopper and DIYer, 
we will negotiate a half-page story space within the 
Walmart Local Ad. Three unique stories (each run at 
various DIY season peaks) will display a “one change” 
project, deals on Glidden Brilliance, and Glidden’s new 
All-in-One Kit. Glidden will also cross-promote other 
Walmart items such as painting accessories to be sold 
for $1. The placement will draw awareness from loyal 
Walmart shoppers as well as value-seeking DIYers who 
may not have considered Glidden at Walmart.

In our research, the target revealed that the key 
benefits to shopping at Walmart are convenience, 
price and “finding everything under one roof.” 
Millennials and young families also noted that 
knowing which supplies are needed for a project 
posed purchasing barriers. To stay in line with 
the Walmart shopping experience, shoppers can 
purchase starter All-in-One Kits branded by Glidden. 
Each kit contains brushes, rollers, tape, a tray, a 
stencil or other craft aid, and a tip sheet with ideas to 
best utilize the materials. The All-in-One Kits will be 
labeled based on project type and scope. Glidden will 
partner with Walmart’s current paint supply vendor 
SHUR-LINE to compose the kits.

all-in-one kit

the one quart,
big change
College students will be encouraged to make one 
change using Glidden Brilliance. By providing their 
student ID and inspiration photo for their future 
project, they will receive a 50% discount for one 
quart of Glidden Brilliance. The One Quart, Big 
Change promotion will be advertised in the local 
ad, online banner ads and through social media. To 
further increase participation, the promotion will take 
place when college students are moving into and 
decorating their residence for the upcoming school 
year. The first 50,000 participants will be eligible.
 $

E
u

$
E
u

$
E
u

$300,000

40,000,000

young families, boomers

$349,500

50,000

millennials, young families, boomers

$420,000

200,000

millennials, young families
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OSocial media is a great place to emphasize a brand’s humanitarian 
efforts and will allow the target to engage directly with their 
community. To offer the target the opportunity to perform their own 
one small act of change, Glidden will unveil the Look What One Like 
Can Do promotion on Facebook, Twitter and Pinterest. Each like, 
retweet or repin will result in a $.01 Glidden donation toward Make 
A Wish Foundation.

look what one
like can do

$
E
u

$250,000

1,000,000

millennials, young families, boomers

ysearch engine marketing
To develop awareness for Glidden Brilliance at Walmart, specific 
keywords will be used for the campaign’s digital marketing efforts. In 
the form of a Google Adwords campaign that also uses themed ad 
groups these keywords will be implemented. 
 
Ad Groups:

 

$
E
u

f
$250,000

103,018,005

millennials, young families, boomers

$
E
u

uniform badge
Walmart shoppers feel that Walmart employees are direly 
misinformed about the products they sell, which is why many 
customers favor Walmart’s competitors for their painting and 
DIY needs. As an ongoing consideration for Walmart, Glidden 
will provide a training booklet and certification exam for Walmart 
employees. A certification pin establishes an employee’s credibility 
and creates visual assurance that they are knowledgeable about DIY 
and paint products. Moreover, it helps the shopper distinguish which 
employees can successfully assist them. 

$15,890

26,000,000

millennials, young families, boomers
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While creating a strong, innovative campaign that all three 
of the segments could identify with, we developed an 
effective media plan to maximize reach to these markets.
AN INTEGRATED MULTIPLATFORM CAMPAIGN 
COMPRISED OF TRADITIONAL, INTERACTIVE, 
SOCIAL AND IN-STORE MEDIUMS THAT WILL 
TRANSLATE OUR OBJECTIVES INTO RESULTS.

With a combination of active presence and sponsored 
posts on social media sites, digital magazines, banner 
ads on reputable websites, mobile applications and DIY 
blogs—our plan will appeal to our demographically diverse 
target segments. Traditional media tactics include placing 
spreads in magazines. All of these executions aim to 
boost awareness, provide inspiration and drive consumers 
into the store. 

We have also allocated a portion of our budget to 
boosting awareness in-store, enhancing the paint center 
and directly supplying value to the shopper. Based on 
our research, creating a more inspiring and enjoyable 
purchasing experience will significantly boost both 
opinions and positive word-of-mouth among shoppers. 
We will test these in-store improvements in 200 stores in 
10 spot market cities. These cities were chosen based on 
population and active shoppers from our varied market. 

The combinations of these media placements expose 
the target to our campaign in several different formats, 
guaranteeing a wide reach and continued frequency.

`MEDIA

      
    

    

  

  
  

Los Angeles

Philadelphia
Chicago

Kansas City

San Fransisco Denver

Atlanta

Dallas

Houston Tampa

68.1%

76.4%
43.8%

spot markets

43.8% get DIY inspiration online

are influenced to use the same tools as DIY bloggers86%
get DIY inspiration in-store68.1%

59%
15-45%
51 mill

of painters listen to Pandora or Spotify while painting

complete YouTube TrueView ads

combined metro population of spot market cities

9.8 bill total impressions garnered by the campaign
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online paid ads

magazine websites

online radio

tablets

sponsored posts

participation on sites

diy blogs

magazines

may septemberaugustjulyjune

Media  $5,267,885
IMC  $2,881,280.75
Production $750,000
Contingency  $600,834.25
Evaluation $500,000

huffingtonpost
weather
cnn
hubpages
howstuffworks
about
cafemom
nytimes

cosmo
hgtv
better homes & gardens
instyle

pandora
spotify

glamour

youtube
facebook
twitter
google adwords

pinterest
tumblr
facebook
twitter

a beautiful mess
prudent baby 
honestly wtf
oh happy day
just something I made
instructables

better homes and gardens 
bh&g regional 
cosmopolitan
cosmopolitan latina
ebony
glamour
hgtv
instyle

BUDGET
BREAK

6%

28.8%

52.7%

EvaluationContigency

IMC

Media

7.5%

Production

5%
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online paid ads

magazine websites

online radio

tablets

huffingtonpost
weather
cnn
hubpages
howstuffworks
about
cafemom
nytimes

banner
banner
banner
banner
banner
banner
banner
banner

young families, boomers
young families, boomers
young families, boomers
millennials, young families 
millennials, young families
millennials, young families
young families
boomers

5
5
5
5
5
5
5
5

308,861,320
162,901,645
90,730,750
65,038,120
62,407,855
169,868,720
87,075,860
86,192,020

demographic type months grimp

cosmopolitian
hgtv
better homes & gardens
instyle

millennials, young families
young families, boomers
young families, boomers
young families, boomers

1 page
1 page
1 page
1 page

5
5
5
5

73,82,5150
106,192,250
52,112,250
53,483,000

pandora
spotify

millennials, young families
millennials, young families

15 seconds
15 seconds

5
5

53,858,495
51,725,890

5,854,269millennials, young families premium content 3glamour

sponsored posts

millennials, young families
millennials, young families
millennials, young families
millennials, young families

video
cpc
cpc
cpc

5
5
5
5

250,000,000
36,410,175
46,025,785
103,018,005

youtube
facebook
twitter
google adwords
participation on sites

millennials, young families
millennials, young families
millennials
millennials, young families

blog
blog
blog
blog

5
5
5
5

9,288,090
26,270,225
71,410,175
46,025,785

pinterest
tumblr
facebook
twitter

diy blogs

millennials, young families
young families
millennials
young families
boomers
millennials, young families

banner
banner
banner
banner
banner
banner

5
5
5
5
5
5

818,560
775,700
808,500
748,060
160,190
28,152,725

a beautiful mess
prudent baby 
honestly wtf
oh happy day
just something I made
instructables

magazines
young families, boomers 
young families, boomers
millennials, young families
millennials, young families
millennials, young families
millennials, young families
young families, boomers
young families, boomers

full page
full page
full page
spread
full page, 1 spread
full page
full page, 1 spread
full page

1
2
1
1
3
1
4
1

better homes and gardens 
bh&g regional 
cosmopolitan
cosmopolitan latina
ebony
glamour
hgtv
instyle

35,993,000
26,040,542
18,224,000
3,200,000 
31,083,000
11,522,000
14,000,000
9,780,000

total cost

750,000

100,000

250,000

60,650

1,500,000

50,000

2,557,235

labor costs

2%

4.7%

1.1%

1%

MEDIA
BREAK

48.5%

28.5%

14.2%

Sponsored Posts
DIY Blogs

Tablet

Magazine Website
Online Radio

Online Paid Ads

Magazines



7
goal executions

expected
results

evaluation
methods

Increase awareness that 
Walmart sells Glidden 
Brilliance Collection Paint 
among Walmart shoppers

Only 59.4% of the target is aware 
Walmart sells paint, we will increase 
this to over 80% in the period provided

29.2% of the target purchase Glidden, 
our efforts will raise this number to 
over 40% at the end of the period

76.4% describe themselves as 
moderately to not confi dent at all in 
their ability to complete DIY projects; 
we will decrease the percentage by 
45% proving Walmart and Glidden 
make DIY easy

Our heavy online presence will 
maintain involvement with the 68.1% 
of the target who get DIY inspiration 
online

The percentage of consumers aware 
that Walmart sells Glidden paint will 
increase by 36% due to on extensive 
reach on multiple platforms

Distinguish Glidden as the
brand for simple DIY 

Give the target the tools to 
be accomplished DIYers

Drive sales beyond the
indicated promotional 
period

Create an effective 
multi-platform campaign

Store-within-a-store
Aisle Endcaps
Print ad
One Second Ads

Lookbook
Tip Chip
Floor Tile

Loudpixel
ComScore
Neilson
Survey

Google   
Analytics
SEO Moz

Blogger 
Workshops
One Second Ads
Change One 
Community

Print Ad
Pinterest
Tip Chip
All-In-One Kit

Loudpixel
ComScore
Neilson
SEO Moz

Trackur
Klout
Sales 
Survey

All-In-One kit
Paint It Forward 
Tip Chip

Blogger 
Workshops
Student 
Discounts

ComScore
Content-
Manager

Sales
Survey

One Reaction 
GIFs
Bloggers
Pinterest

Tablets / App
Uniform Badges

Loudpixel
Nielson

Klout 
Survey

Glidden on the go
Look What One Like 
Can Do
Print Ad
Playlists

Online Ads
Blogger       
Workshops
Floor Tiles
Local Ad

Loudpixel
ComScore
Neilson
Google    
Analytics

SEO Moz
Trackur 
Klout 
Sales 
Survey 

b
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EVALUATION “Its progressive, it builds on itself and 
encourages sharing.” 

-millennial

“I think it’s a good way to go about paint. 
It shows how simple paint can be and that 
you can change a room with just paint, 
so I think it’ d be a good way to sell paint 
because it seems like a hassle.”

-young family

campaign monitoring plan
During and after the campaign, Glidden will monitor the success of Look What 
One Can Do on the various mediums provided below. We suggest running an 
evaluation every six months to see the growth progress. These post-campaign 
tests will establish whether the objectives have been met. Ongoing surveys 
given in-store and through email will provide feedback directly from consumers. 
Surveys will test the target's recall, feelings toward the brand, brand awareness 
at Walmart and DIY project confidence.

campaign evaluation 
The Look What One Can Do campaign will be successful at making Walmart 
shoppers aware that the Glidden Brilliance Collection can be purchased at 
Walmart stores.

conclusion
Through a series of traditional, interactive, 
social and in-store ads that promote 
a simple story of doing, Walmart 
customers will connect with this 
campaign as it inspires them to brush 
aside their fears of the painting process 
and 
CHANGE CAN DO.

sources
Ad Age, Ad Week, Ad Words Agency, 
Ad-ology, Ad$pender, AdForum, Brand 
Channel, case study, Comscore, Cor-
porate Eye, eMarketer, Experian Sim-
mons, Fast Company, focus groups, 
Forbes, Jeff Bullas, Kantar Media SRDS, 
various magazine media kits, Market-
Line Advantage, Mashable, Mintel Oxy-
gen Reports, MSU Libraries, The Next 
Web,,Nielsen, NY Times, PBS, PR Web, 
ProQuest, Quantcast, US Census, State 
of the Media, surveys, Google (for when 
all else fails)
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